Across
1 Location of VenturingFest 2018, goes with 8 across
8 See 1 across
10 Treat, as a sprain
11 Stew ingredient
12 Precise
13 Wheel center
14 Mid-afternoon
15 Wild boar
17 ___screen
18 Look at closely
19 Fish-line material
20 Player, in tag
21 Venturing activity on a river
25 Narrow waterway at sea, abbr.
26 Everybody
28 Flat tableland
29 Venturing activity, descending a rock face
33 Compete
35 Pioneering, orienteering and geocaching
40 Family member, for short
41 Spike-like formation
43 Surviving in one is one of the skills taught in venturing
44 Abound

Down
1 Loose rock on a mountain
2 Wild horse
3 Trees with nuts
4 Venturing activity, going up a mountain
5 Venturing's anniversary in 2018
6 Venturing sport (sporting arrows)
7 Nationally recognized outdoor skills and ethics awareness program, 3 words
9 Large rodent
15 Trail walker
16 Leg joint
20 "__ a long story"
22 Talk a lot
23 Matterhorn, e.g.
24 Zip
25 The S in ALPS
27 Popular
30 Rainbow shape
31 French for lake
32 Two words before "nutshell"
34 Spot of land in the sea
35 Cutting tool
36 Cooking liquid
37 Make a knot
38 Did a marathon
39 Third word of "America"
40 Rest
42 It's at the beginning of mountain